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ON THE EARLIEST SLAVIC BORROWINGS IN EAST BALTIC

Rick DERKSEN
Leiden

1. Introduction

Both Lithuanian and Latvian have borrowed extensively from Slavic. 
A close study of the evidence allows us to distinguish several layers of 
borrowing. Pioneering work in this field was done by Endzelīns (1899) for 
Latvian and by Būga for Lithuanian (1912a, 1912b, 1925). By then Brückner’s 
characteristically biased study of the Slavic borrowings in Lithuanian (1877) 
had already become outdated (cf. the introduction of Skardžius 1931). In 
this article the main focus will be on the earliest Slavic borrowings in East 
Baltic,1 that is to say those early borrowings that can be distinguished from 
inherited lexical items by formal criteria.2 We shall investigate what these 
words can tell us about the development of the East Baltic languages as well 
as what they reveal about the donor language (cf. Levin 1972: 149). 

2. Phonology

Starting from the Slavic originals, we may select a number of phonemes 
and sequences of phonemes whose reflexes in East Baltic borrowings are of 
particular interest. In this section we shall attempt to establish these sound 
substitutions. The relative chronology that underlies them will be discussed 
in section 3. 

2.1. PSl. *CorC, *CerC3

East Baltic borrowings from East Slavic4 usually reflect polnoglasie, e.g. 
Lith. karãlius ‘king’, gãradas (Lz., Zt.) ‘town’, mãlatas (Lz., Zt.) ‘hammer’, 

1 Important sources for the data mentioned in this article, in particular with respect to 
accentuation, were ME and EH for Latvian and the LKŽ for Lithuanian. 

2 It is widely recognized that the oldest Slavic borrowings in Baltic and vice versa cannot be 
distinguished from inherited words on purely formal grounds (cf. Eckert 1973: 59; Robinson 
1973: 127). 

3 The Proto-Slavic sounds in the titles of the subsections contain no prosodic information 
and represent a traditional Common Slavic sound system. 

4 I shall refrain from identifying the donor language as Proto-East Slavic, “Ruthenian”, Proto-
Russian, (Old) Russian, or Belarusian unless it is vital to the point that I am trying to make. 
In general the donor language is represented by examples from Russian. 
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seredà (OLith., dial.) ‘Wednesday’, žereba (Ds.) ‘lot’, Latv. garadskàis (Klp.) 
’towndweller’, čaravât (Klp.) ‘practice witchcraft’. There are a few Latvian 
forms, however, that seem to predate this East Slavic development, viz. Latv. 
kal̃ps ‘servant, farm hand’, kārms (Latg.) ‘building’, žer̃biņš [er̃, èr²] ‘lot’,5 cf. 
Ru. xolóp ‘villein, serf’, xorómy ‘big wooden house’, žérebej ‘piece, cut’. In 
Finnish, too, we find forms that reflect the original sequence, e.g. palttina 
‘linen’, varpunen ‘sparrow’, värttinä ‘distaff’, cf. Ru. polotnó, vorobéj, veretenó 
‘spindle’. The question is if there are also Lithuanian forms of this type. 

Būga (1925: 29, 35) claims that čérpė 1 (also čer̃pė 2, čerpė̃ 4) ‘tile, clay 
dish’, skavardà 3 (dial.) ‘frying pan’, karvõjus ‘large wedding cake’, and 
kar̃bas 4 (OLith., dial.) ‘basket’, cf. Ru. čerepók ‘broken piece of pottery’, 
skovorodá ‘frying pan’, korováj (also spelled karaváj) ‘cottage loaf’, kórob ‘box, 
basket’, were borrowed prior to the rise of polnoglasie. Bjørnflaten (2006: 
66), referring to Zinkevičius (1998: 63–64), simply states that in all these 
cases there are alternative explanations, concluding that in Lithuanian, unlike 
in Latvian and Finnish, there are no examples. Zinkevičius’ formulation 
(1987: 21; l.c.) turns out to be more cautious, however. The main idea is 
that we may be dealing with syncopated reflexes of polnoglasie, but to my 
mind the existence of the doublets čerpyčia / čerepyčia ‘tile’, skavardà / 
skavarada, karavõjus / karavõjus, and kar̃bas / karãbas does not necessarily 
mean that the shorter forms are secondary. The same word may have been 
borrowed at different stages and in different areas. In view of OPl. korb and 
MHG korp, Lith. kar̃bas may not be of East Slavic origin at all. That does 
not hold good for karbijà / karabijà, which cannot be separated from Ru. 
korob’já < *korbьja.

Conspicuously absent from the discussion in the above-mentioned 
publications is the form kálpas 1 ‘servant, farmhand’, which occurs in the 
works of Daukantas. In a manuscript that was published long after his death 
(1959: 579), Būga says that kálpas is a borrowing from Latvian. Both Fraenkel 
(LEW: 210) and Smoczyński (2018: 476) do not mention this possibility 
and regard kálpas as an authentic Žemaitian word. In view of such forms 
as the synonymous kálpa (Valančius, Daukantas), kalpýnas (Kretinga area) 
‘good-for-nothing’, and kalpáuti (Lnkv.) ‘be a servant’, I see no reason to 
assume that Latvian served as an intermediary. Equally unnecessary seems 

5 Alongside žerbiņus mest ‘cast lots’ we find žerebiņus mest (Golg., Mar., Sessw.). It is remarkable 
that all dialect forms mentioned in ME (IV: 804) show no lengthening before tautosyllabic r 
(only a dictionary from 1879 has žērbiņš). This may point to a recent borrowing (cf. Endzelin 
1922: 102–103), which would be incompatible with an archaic structure of the root.
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the assumption that kálpas originates from *kalapas, which Fraenkel presents 
as a possibility and Smoczyński as the best option. 

Another etymon that may have been borrowed from East Slavic before 
the rise of polnoglasie is Lith. šálmas 3 [3/4] ‘helmet’ (thus LEW: 960; ALEW: 
1008). Būga does not mention this form in his articles on Slavic borrowings, 
but elsewhere (e.g. 1922: 68) he has correctly argued that šálmas was not 
borrowed directly from Germanic but through Slavic. The Slavic forms, e.g. 
ORu. šelomъ, Ru. (dial.) šelóm, šolóm, Ukr. šolóm, Pl. szłom, Sln. šlẹ̀m, point 
to *šelmъ (a) (cf. Pronk-Tiethoff 2013: 95), while the Germanic etymon 
is *helmaz, e.g. OHG helm, which is usually derived from PIE *ḱel- ‘hide, 
cover’ (cf. Kroonen 2013: 219). If we were to assume that the Baltic forms are 
inherited, the acute lacks an explanation, but this would also be true in the 
case of a borrowing. An attempt at an explanation is found in Pronk-Tiethoff’s 
monograph (2013: 264–273, with references to alternative views), where it is 
argued that masculine o-stems with a heavy syllabic nucleus deriving from 
Germanic masculine words joined AP (a) because in masculine  o-stems with 
a non-acute root accentual mobility had been generalized and it was unusual 
for Germanic borrowings to join AP (c). Since the Lithuanian forms derive 
from *šolmъ rather than *šelmъ, I assume that in East Slavic, where *CelC 
yields ColoC,6 the *e had become labialized under the influence of the *l 
before polnoglasie occurred (cf. Shevelov 1964: 404), possibly after the rise 
of the new timbre distinctions. It is precisely in view of Lith. šálmas that 
Holzer (2001: 42) claims that the “North Slavic” development *CelC > *CalC 
preceded *a > o, but the substitution of Baltic a for Slavic o can be shown to 
have been regular for a long period (cf. Levin: 2003: 143 and see section 4.4.). 
Finally, the fact that the Lithuanian word is mobile need not worry us in 
view of the spread of accentual mobility. 

2.2. PSl. *ę, *ǫ

Early borrowings from East Slavic have ė in Lithuanian and ē in Latvian 
where the donor language had a reflex of *ę, e.g. Lith. mėtà 2 [1/2/4] ‘mint’, 
svė̃tastis (OLith.) ‘sacrament, relic’, prė́slas 3 [2/3] ‘stack of grain or hay’, 
Latv. mȩ̃tra ‘mint’, svȩ̀ts ‘holy’, grȩ̀da ‘pile, heap, flower bed’, mètelis ‘cloak’. 
This is an indication that *ę had already been denasalized and that the East 
Slavic reflex was probably *æ:, which later became a with palatalization 
of a preceding consonant, cf. Ru. mjáta, svjátost’ ‘sanctity’, prjáslo, grjadá, 

6 After palatal consonants we also find eloC, as shown by the examples. 
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ORu. mjatelь. The same vowels are substituted for *a < *a, *ě after palatal 
consonants (Slavic *č, *š, *ž) and j. In Latvian, we actually find ē for *ě in 
general (see 2.5.). In Lithuanian, we occasionally encounter doublets with o 
in this environment, e.g. čė̃bras and čiõbras ‘summer savory’. According to 
Būga (1912a: 10), forms with ė are older, but Levin (2003: 141) questions 
this, considering that the sequence *jæ: was phonologically ambiguous. 

In the case of East Slavic borrowings containing a reflex of PSl. *ǫ, 
several old borrowings appear to have uo in Latvian, but ū in Lithuanian, 
e.g. Lith. mūkà 2/4 (OLith., dial.) ‘torment’, sūdžià 2 (OLith., dial.) 
‘judge’, sū̃das 2 (OLith., dial.) ‘court of law, verdict’, pū́das 1 [1/2] ‘pood 
(ca. 16.3 kg)’, prū̃das 2/4 ‘pond’, skū̃pas 4 (OLith., dial.) ‘poor, stingy’ vs. 
Latv. muõka, sùoģis, sùods, puõds ‘lispound’, prùods² ‘small natural pond’, 
skùops, cf. Ru. múka, sud’já, sud, pud, prud, skupój. To my knowledge, 
there are only two Lithuanians examples with uo. One is kuodẽlis ‘distaff’ 
(cf. Būga 1912b: 15), cf. Latv. kùodaļa [ùo, uô, ùo², uô²], kùodeļa [ùo, ùo², 
uô²] ‘tow’, Ru. kudél’, which has a back-formation kuõdas 4 (Derksen 1996: 
85–86). The other is kuokùlis (Žem.) ‘corncockle, corn weed’, which occurs 
alongside kūkãlis (also kūkõlis), cf. Latv. kuõkalis [uõ, ùo²] (also kuõkālis), 
Ru. kúkol’. On the other hand, there are Latvian forms with ū, e.g. kūkaļi 
(kūkāļi) ‘corncockle’, trũba ‘tube, pipe’, ūda [ũ, ù, û, û², ù²] ‘fishing-hook’, 
ũsas ‘moustache’ [ũ, û², ù²] alongside ùosas², cf. Lith. trūbà 4 (also triūbà 
2/4), ū́da 1 ‘fishing line’, ū̃sai,7 cf. Ru. kúkol’, udá, usý. An old borrowing 
without Lithuanian counterpart is Latv. karuõgs ‘banner, standard’, cf. ORu. 
xorugy ‘id.’, OCS xorǫgy ‘sceptre’.

Interestingly, several of the borrowings mentioned above show up in 
Finnic as well, e.g. Fi. kuontalo ‘bunch’, suntio ‘verger’, suunta ‘direction’, Est. 
sund ‘order’, und ‘rod’, Kar. muokka ‘torment’, Vot. muuka ‘id.’ (Bjørnflaten 
2006: 58, 67). Unlike the corresponding East Baltic forms, where the reflex 
of the Proto-Slavic nasal vowel cannot be distinguished from the reflex of 
East Slavic ū < *ō < *au (see 2.4.), some of the Finnish forms have preserved 
the nasal element. According to Būga (1912a: 1–2;1925: 25–34), we find a 
small number of Slavic borrowings in Lithuanian that have retained the nasal 
element as well, viz. lénkas ‘Pole’, unguras (DP) ‘Hungarian’, and pundùs 
3 (Žem.) alongside pùndas 1/3 ‘pood’. Bjørnflaten (2006: 67), without 
providing any argumentation, follows Kiparsky (1948: 37–39) in dismissing 
these forms as irrelevant to the issue, though Kiparsky’s view has not become 

7 Žem. uõstai 2/4 ‘moustache, whiskers (of an animal)’ may very well not belong here (see 
Smoczyński 2018: 1565).
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the communis opinio. Kiparsky (l.c.) suggested that lénkas was borrowed 
from an unattested Polish source, but the view that it was borrowed from East 
Slavic at a stage when the root vowel of *lęxъ had not yet lost its nasalization 
seems more popular (cf. LEW: 356; Zinkevičius 1987: 71; Smoczyński 
2018: 687). Robinson (1973: 128) mentions lénkas as an example of acute 
tone in a borrowing of extreme antiquity. The ethnonym unguras8 occurs 
three times in Daukša’s Postilla (Gpl. Vngrų, Vngúrų, Lpl. Vngurůse). Būga 
(1925: 34) rules out a German origin because the Lithuanians, he claims, 
never borrowed ethnonyms from German. Kiparsky (1948: 37) thinks that 
we should take Latin influence into account, which is considered doubtful 
by Zinkevičius (1987: 72) and Smoczyński (2018: 1561). The problem with 
an East Slavic origin is the fact that the evidence points to *ǫgr- rather than 
*ǫgъr- (Smoczyński: l.c.). In the case of pundùs or pùndas the question is 
whether the word was borrowed directly from Germanic (Scandinavian or 
Low German) or through East Slavic (cf. Skardžius 1931: 193; LEW: 667). 
Būga’s argument (1925: 28–29) for Slavic as an intermediary is that this 
unit of weight cannot be separated from bìrkavas, Latv. bir̃kavs ‘shippound 
(20 lispounds)’, which in view of the suffix must be based on Slavic *bьrkovъ, 
cf. Ru. bérkovec ‘ten poods’, a derivative of the name of the Swedish trading 
centre Birka. All in all, I think it is fair to say that Būga’s traces of East 
Slavic nasal vowels cannot be dismissed out of hand. 

2.3. PSl. *o, *a 

In early borrowings from East Slavic, PSl. *o is reflected as a in both 
Lithuanian and Latvian, while PSl. *a corresponds to Lithuanian o and 
Latvian ā, e.g. Lith. grõmata (OLith., dial.) ‘letter, document’, kopū̃stas 
‘cabbage’, krosà (SD) ‘paint, rouge’, sopãgas (OLith., dial.) ‘boot’, Latv. 
grãmata ‘book’, kàpuõsts, krãsa [ã, à] ‘colour, paint’, zàbaks, cf. Ru. grámota 
‘official document’, kapústa, krasá, sapóg.9 Recent borrowings show short 
reflexes (a and short o corresponding to Russian a and o, respectively) and 
may even reflect akan’e, e.g. Lith. gálstukas (Vl.) ‘necktie’, karãblius (OLith., 
dial.) ‘ship’, pravoslãvas ‘orthodox’, Latv. burlaks ‘robber’ (Koškins 2019: 
253), cf. Ru. gálstuk, korábl’, pravoslávnyj, burlák. In Lithuanian villages with 
Lithuanian-Belarusian bilingualism, borrowings from the Soviet era may 

8 The Standard Lithuanian word is veñgras, a borrowing from Polish. This form occurs in 
Daukša as well.

9 Due to the Lithuanian shortening of final acute syllables and the Latvian shortening of long 
vowels in final syllables, the Nsg. of the ā-stems deviates from the established pattern. 
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show akan’e where Standard Lithuanian follows Russian orthography, e.g. 
in Lazūnai agranòmas, aparãcija for agronòmas, operãcija (Levin 2003: 145).

It is a well-known fact that before the rise of the new timbre distinctions 
there was a stage when BSl. *o had been delabialized to *a. This is reflected 
by borrowings from Slavic in a number of languages, including Greek and 
Finnic. The substitution of East Baltic *a for the vowel that was to become 
Slavic *o is therefore natural. It cannot be denied, however, that we find 
the same correspondence after the rise of Slavic *o (see 4.3.). With respect 
to the substitution of Slavic *a, it should be noted that in certain East 
Lithuanian dialects (cf. Būga 1912a: 7–8; Zinkevičius 1966: 69) East Baltic 
*ā is represented by a∙ or å, i.e. by a more open back vowel than o. In old 
texts from the western areas we occasionally find a for o, e.g. szadei = žõdžiai 
‘words’ in Mažvydas’ Catechism (Stang 1966: 37–38). 

2.4. PSl. *i < *ei, PSl. *u < *au10 

In early borrowings of East Slavic origin,11 PSl. *i corresponds to 
Lithuanian y, Latvian ī, e.g. Lith. dỹvas 2/4 (OLith., dial.) ‘miracle’, čỹstas 4 
(OLith., dial.) ‘pure, chaste’, žỹdas 2/4 ‘Jew’, pyrãgas ‘pie’, bažnýčia ‘church’, 
Latv. dīva (or dīvs), žĩds, pìrãgs, baznîca, cf. Ru. dívo, čístyj, žid, piróg, 
božníca ‘icon-case, (dial.) chapel’. Insofar as PSl. *i continues *ei (rather 
than *iH), we must reckon with the possibility that there are borrowings 
reflecting *ẹ̄, as this is the obvious intermediate stage. A parallel instance 
from Finnic is Kar. viehkuŕi ‘whirlwind’, which goes back to ORu. vixъrь 
(Mikkola 1894: 57; Būga 1912b: 16; Kallio 2006: 155), cf. Lith. víesulas. 
The most convincing East Baltic example is Latv. krìevs ‘Russian’, which 
ethnonym originates from the Kriviči, an East Slavic tribe from the Pskov-
Polotsk region (cf. Endzelin 1899: 285–286). Another form mentioned in 
this connection is OLith. mieras ‘peace’, Latv. miêrs ‘peace’, cf. Ru. mir. 
In my view (Derksen 2015: 316), the East Baltic forms are best regarded 
as inherited (pace Būga 1912b: 16). As observed in ALEW (647–648), 
the Latvian broken tone, which is uncommon in borrowings, may serve 
as an argument for a genetic relationship. The additional remark that the 
broken tone is in conflict with a reconstruction *meih₁-, as the stress was 
not retracted according to Hirt’s law, is apparently based on an erroneous 
conception of this law.

10 I have written *au because BSl. *au and *ou had merged in early Proto-Slavic. 
11 For some of the Lithuanian forms a Polish origin cannot be excluded.
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A more attractive instance of ie corresponding to PSl. *i < *ei is possibly 
the Latvian suffix -(e/i)niẽks (cf. McKenzie 1919: 173). I have previously 
argued (1996: 185–186) that Lith. -(e/i)nỹkas was borrowed from Slavic, 
while Latv. -(e/i)niẽks is probably inherited. This is still an option, but if 
we assume that Latvian borrowed the suffix at an earlier stage (or from a 
more archaic dialect), this would enable us to posit the same origin for both 
suffixes. The Karelian suffix -niekka ‘potens v. gnarus rei’ (Mikkola 1894: 
57) may also reflect a PSl. stage *ẹ̄. Mikkola assumes that Finnic forms 
with ie < *ē (besides -niekka and viehkuŕi, he mentions Kar. Viena ‘Dvina’ 
and miero ‘paroecia, tractus ruralis, pagus’) were borrowed from North 
Russian dialects where i > e, which I find unconvincing. With respect to 
Russian dialect forms that seem to show this phenomenon, Skach (2010: 
139) proposes that we may be dealing with relics from dialects where the 
stage *ẹ̄ < ei was preserved.

As for borrowings reflecting PSl. *u from a u-diphthong (or of foreign 
origin), the East Baltic situation strongly resembles the one described in 
connection with East Slavic *u < *ǫ, e.g. Lith. bliū̃das 2 (OLith., dial.) ‘dish’, 
kū̃mas 2 ‘godfather’, kūmà 2/4 ‘godparent’, dūmà 2 (OLith., dial.) ‘thought, 
opinion’, kū̃das 4 (OLith., dial.) ‘thin, lean, bad’, pū̃stas 4 (OLith., dial.) 
‘empty, idle’, kopū̃stas 2 ‘cabbage’ vs. Latv. bļuõda, kùoms², kuoma, duõma, 
kuods, puõsts, kàpuõsts, cf. Ru. bljúdo, xudój, kum, kumá, dúma, skupój, pustój, 
kapústa. Some of the Latvian forms have doublets with ū: kũms ‘godfather’, 
kũma ‘godparent’, kũds, pũsts ‘ein wüster, sumpfiger Wald’. Other Latvian 
forms are only found with ū, e.g. Latv. dũda ‘bagpipe’, pũka ‘(particle of) 
down, fluff’ (but puõkaiņš ‘rauhhaarig, befiedert’), Lith. dūdà 2/4, pū̃kas 4, 
cf. Ru. dúdka, pux, trubá. Remarkably, we have uo in Žem. puõkas 4 ‘(particle 
of) down’ (Būga 1959: 671). 

2.5. PSl. *ě

It appears that there is a clear difference in the way PSl. *ě is reflected 
in early Lithuanian and Latvian borrowings from East Slavic. In general we 
find we find ie in Lithuanian, but ē in Latvian, e.g. Lith. griẽkas 2/4 (OLith., 
dial.) ‘sin’, mierà 4 [1/4] (OLith., dial.) ‘measure’, sierà 4 ‘sulphur’, viestis 
(OLith.) ‘news’ vs. Latv. grȩ̀ks, mȩ̃rs, sȩ̃rs, vèsts, cf. Ru. grex, méra, séra, vest’. 
A Latvian example with ie is miẽsts ‘small village’. After palatal consonants 
(č, š, ž), however, Lith. has ė for a < *ě, e.g. čė̃sas 2/4 (OLith., dial.) ‘time’, 
žė̃lava / žė̃laba (dial.) ‘mourning’, cf. Latv. žȩ̃labas, žȩ̃l ‘sorry, pity’, Ru. čas, 
žáloba, žal’. It could be argued that Lith. nedė́lia ‘Sunday, weekend’, cf. 
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Latv. nedẽļa, was borrowed at a different stage, but it seems more plausible 
that the ė is analogical after dė́ti ‘do’ (Būga 1912a: 9). In the case of bėdà 
‘misfortune, trouble, guilt’, Latv. bȩ̀da ‘care, sorrow, grief’ we may be dealing 
with inherited forms, but the matter is complicated (cf. Derksen 2015: 85). 

In the Aukštaitian dialects of Lithuanian, *ie as a substitution for PSl. 
*ě cannot be distinguished from ie <*ẹ̄ < *ei/*ai. The Žemaitian situation is 
different, as was already noted by Būga (1912a: 7–8). The borrowings have 
ie, e.g. gŕiẽks, while the reflexes of East Baltic *ẹ̄ vary from ẹi to iˑ (see also 
Zinkevičius 1966: 86).

2.6. PSl. *ъ, *ь 

It is clear that the earliest East Baltic borrowings from East Slavic 
predate the stage when the jers in weak position were lost and the jers in 
strong position merged with *o and *e. PSl *ъ is reflected as u, e.g. Lith. 
kùrtas 1 ‘greyhound’, pul̃kas 4 ‘regiment’, tùlkas 1 [1/2] (Bretkūnas, dial.) 
‘interpreter’, tur̃gus 2 [2/4] ‘market’, Latv. kur̃ts, pùlks [ùl, ul̃], tul̃ks, cf. Ru. 
xort < *xъrtъ, polk < *pъlkъ, tolk ‘sense, meaning’ < *tъlkъ, torg < *tъrgъ. 
PSl *ь is reflected as i, e.g. bìrkavas ‘shippound’ (see 2.2.), krìkštyti ‘baptize’, 
Póvilas ‘Paul’, stìklas 4 ‘glass’, Latv. bir̃kavs, kristît, Pãvils, stikls, cìlvȩ̃ks ‘man, 
person’, cf. Ru. bérkovec (derived from *bьrkovъ), krestít’ < *krьstiti, Pável 
< *Pavьlъ, čelovék < *čьlověkъ. The form cìlvȩ̃ks points to borrowing from 
a dialect showing cokan’e (Young 2009: 183; Koškins 2019: 251–252).

According to Būga (1925: 39–40), Žem. cìrkva ‘church’ is an earlier 
borrowing than E. Lith. cer̃kvė, which reflects East Slavic *cerkv- < *cьrkъv-. 
The Žemaitian form is assumed to represent a stage when the jers in weak 
position had been lost, but *ь > e had not yet occurred. Other words that may 
have been borrowed at more than one stage are Lith. bulvõnas ‘pagan idol’, 
Latv. bul̃vāns ‘ausgestopfter Vogel, um Wild herbeizuziehen; ein Lockvogel’ 
alongside Lith. balvõnas, Latv. balvāns (Būga 1925: 40, 43, 47), cf. Ru. bolván 
< *bъlvanъ, and Latv. buca vs. Lith. bačkà 2/4 ‘barrel’, cf. Ru. bóčka. The 
Latvian noun must be based on *bъca, with cokan’e. 

2.7. PSl. *y

To my knowledge, there are no borrowings with *ū corresponding 
to PSl. *y. We must keep in mind, however, that it might be difficult to 
distinguish these very early borrowings from inherited forms. In Finnic, 
Votic sūra- ‘cheese’, cf. Ru. syr, may be the only example (Kallio 2006: 
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155). In East Baltic, the regular substitution for the unfamiliar vowel *y is 
ui, e.g. Lith. muĩtas 2 ‘customs, duty’, Latv. muĩta, cf. Ru. mýto. Of special 
interest are borrowings with ui after k or g, reflecting PSl. *ky, *gy, or *xy, 
as in East Slavic these sequences developed into ki, gi, xi. The latter stage is 
reflected by kỹtras ‘sly, clever’, Latv. neķĩtrs ‘obscene, filthy’, cf. Ru. xítryj. In 
the case of Lith. kùila ‘rupture, hernia’, cf. Ru. kilá ‘rupture, hernia’ < *kyla, 
there is a variant with *ī, viz. Lith. kýla 1 [1/4]. The same holds true for 
the etymologically related Latv. kuĩlis ‘boar’, cf. Lith. kuilỹs 4 [2/4] ‘boar’, 
which has a variant ķìla². Smoczyński (2018: 542–543) suggests that kýla 1 
is a borrowing from Polish, while kylà 4 was borrowed from Belarusian. 
Būga (1925: 52), on the other hand, assumes that kýla must be a relatively 
old borrowing from Belarusian because of its acute. The fact that both Dybo 
(1981: 22) and Zaliznjak (1985: 132) classify kyla as belonging to AP (a) is 
relevant in this respect. Accentuation will be the subject of the next section. 

3. Accentuation

In his study of tone in Latvian borrowings from Old Russian, Young 
(2009: 189) has shown that long syllables which were stressed throughout 
the paradigm in Old Russian have sustained tone in Latvian. A falling tone 
is found when, in Young’s formulation (2009: 190), a long syllable was either 
pretonic or occurred in an enclinomenon form of the mobile paradigm. Which 
syllables were pretonic in the East Slavic forms is a matter that is open to 
discussion. The fact remains that, generally speaking, the sustained tone is 
linked to AP (a) and the falling tone to (b) and (c). In Kortlandt’s interpretation 
(2009: 81), the evidence discussed by Young indicates that in Old Russian 
glottalization had been preserved at the time of borrowing. In Latvian, where 
glottalization has been preserved outside the stress as the so-called broken 
tone, stressed glottalized syllables ultimately received a sustained tone. 

This is not a suitable occasion for a comprehensive study of the 
accentuation of Lithuanian borrowings from Slavic. It is clear that to a large 
extent circumflex tone is a characteristic of Slavic borrowings, but this is not 
necessarily true of borrowings of great antiquity (cf. Robinson 1973: 128). 
Examples of borrowings with an acute root are kálpas 1, kùrtas 1, tùlkas 1 
[1/2], Latv. kal̃ps, kur̃ts, tul̃ks, PSl. *xòlpъ (a), *xъ̀rtъ (a), *tъ̀lkъ (a?). Apart 
from the correspondence k : x in the first two etyma, these nouns behave 
as if they were Balto-Slavic. Other borrowings with an ostensibly “Balto-
Slavic” acute are Lith. bìrkavas, kùila / kýla, Póvilas, šálmas, Latv. bir̃kavs, 
kal̃ps, kuĩlis, Pãvils. We may tentatively add Žem. cìrkva, cf. Ru. cérkov’ from 
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*cьrky (a) (Zaliznjak 1985: 133).12 An acute suffix is found in Lith. bažnýčia, 
Latv. baznîca. The broken tone of the Latvian suffix may be secondary (cf. 
Young 2009: 183). The acute of Lith. bíesas 1/3 is unexpected in view of 
the mobility of PSl. *běsъ (c), but the tone may have been influenced by 
inherited forms from the same root *bʰ(o)iH(dʰ)-, cf. Latv. bîtiês ‘be afraid’. 
No such explanation is possible for svíetas 1 (alongside sviẽtas 2) ‘world, 
people’, cf. PSl. *světъ (c). 

Smoczyński (2018: 641) calls the acute of kùrtas historically 
unmotivated, referring to kùrva ‘whore’, tùlkas, kùila, and válnas ‘free’ as 
other instances of an unmotivated acute in a borrowing. This suggests that 
in Lithuanian borrowings from Slavic acute tone is regarded as unmotivated 
by definition. Though it will hardly be possible to account for all instances, I 
think we should at least try to make a few relevant observations, for instance 
that the stage at which a word was borrowed seems to play a role. David 
Robinson (1973: 128) claims that “the diphthongs áu, ár, and ál found in 
loanwords will always have acute intonation when stressed”. This is an 
attempt to explain the acute on phonetic grounds. Since the first part of 
acute diphthongs is relatively long and the Lithuanian long a has a quality 
closer to the Slavic a than does the short a, the motivation for the acute tone 
is phonetic resemblance. Unfortunately, Robinson does not present a single 
example, apart from Lith. -áuskas vs. Pl. -owski (l.c.), if I understand him 
correctly, but here we have Slavic o. In view of the developments discussed 
in 2.1. and 2.2. we would not expect Robinson’s observation to apply to 
old borrowings anyway. It may, however, have some relevance with respect 
to relatively recent borrowings such as Lith. kárdas ‘a type of short sword’, 
kárpis ‘carp’, páltis ‘overcoat’, stérva (OLith., dial.) ‘carrion, carcass’, cf. 
ORu. kordъ, Pl. kord, Ru. karp, Pl. karp, Ru. pal’tó, stérva < *stьrva, but this 
falls outside the scope of this paper. 

We have seen a number of borrowings that show agreement between 
Lithuanian and Latvian and I suspect that at least some of them belong to 
an early layer. It is not possible, however, to establish a distribution that is 
parallel to the one that Young has established for Latvian, cf. Lith. grõmata, 
muĩtas 2, mūkà 2/4, vs. Latv. grãmata, muĩta, muõka. Other Lithuanian forms 
with a circumflex corresponding to AP (a) in Slavic are čỹstas 4, diẽdas 4, 
sylà 2/4, Ru. čístyj, ded, síla. 

12 Pronk-Tiethoff (2013: 102) states that Zaliznjak’s AP (a) cannot be correct (for Proto-Slavic), 
but Zaliznjak bases himself on Old Russian data, which in this case is all we need.
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4. Chronology

4.1. Historical Background
According to Young (2009: 178), the Latvian borrowings from Old 

Russian date from approximately the 7th and 8th centuries to the 13th century, 
when German political and cultural dominance was on the rise (cf. Koškins 
2020: 250, 255). This is also the timeframe that I have in mind with respect to 
the subject of this study. For the Lithuanian data this means that in principle 
we are not concerned with borrowings from the times of the Grand Duchy 
of Lithuania, whether they are Polish or East Slavic. Of course, it is often 
difficult to ascertain in which period a word was borrowed. Good candidates 
for early borrowing are, for instance, words connected with trade or religion 
that we also find in Finnic. 

A quick survey of the material suggests that the oldest layer of Slavic 
borrowings in Latvian predates the oldest layer of Slavic borrowings in 
Lithuanian. McKenzie (1919: 171) finds it unattractive that Lithuanian and 
Latvian should have borrowed the same Slavic words with *ō (> *ū) at 
different times, as had been argued by Būga (1912b). He therefore suggests 
that in Lithuanian the development *ō > uo had already taken place or that 
Russian *ō somehow differed from Lithuanian *ō. This is in itself a possible 
scenario, but to me this early diphthongization seems unconvincing and 
not in line with the essence of his argumentation. The merit of McKenzie’s 
article lies in his demonstration that Lithuanian and Latvian ie and uo did not 
originate in Proto-Baltic or Proto-East Baltic but developed from *ē and *ō. 
McKenzie (1919: 170, 172–173) rightly criticizes Būga for assuming that the 
forms were borrowed from an Old Russian dialect where diphthongization 
had taken place, as this is in conflict with the Finnic evidence. Generally 
speaking, however, it is difficult to rule out the possibility that Lithuanian and 
Latvian were in contact with varieties of East Slavic that differed considerably 
from one another. The Latvians are assumed to have had trade relations 
with the Kriviči of the Pskov-Polotsk region (cf. Young 2009: 178–179). 
A characteristic of the language of the Kriviči is cokan’e, which is supposed 
to be reflected by such Latvian borrowings as cìlvȩ̃ks (see 2.6.), provided that 
we could have č in such an early borrowing.

In the following discussion of the chronology of various Baltic and 
Slavic developments I shall use the elaborate relative chronology devised 
by Kortlandt as a point of reference, occasionally referring to publications 
by Holzer, whose relative chronology attempts to integrate Baltic and Slavic 
developments.
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4.2. Terminus a quo
Though it is clear that at the time of their expansion the speakers of 

Slavic still had diphthongs (cf. Holzer 2001: 39–41; Kallio 2006: 159–161; 
Vermeer 2015: 1), our East Baltic material contains no traces of retained *au 
and *ai/*ei, while in Finnic there may be a few early borrowings from Slavic 
reflecting a diphthong (Kallio: l.c.). Obviously, this could mean that we have 
simply failed to identify the relevant forms owing to their deceptively Balto-
Slavic appearance. The matter will not be pursued here. To all appearances 
the East Baltic languages seem to have borrowed from a Slavic dialect that had 
undergone the palatalizations and the monophthongization of diphthongs. In 
Kortlandt’s relative chronology (e.g. 2003: 216–217, 232) these developments 
belong to his Early Middle Slavic period. Holzer, whose Urslavisch is dated 
around 600 AD, regards the aforementioned developments as nachurslavisch 
(1998: 39fn.; 2001: 39–40). This is compatible with onomastic evidence 
showing that the second palatalization had not yet occurred shortly before 
the middle of the 6th century (Vermeer 2015: 5).

4.3. Proto-Slavic quantity
At a superficial glance the East Baltic borrowings faithfully preserve 

Proto-Slavic quantity. This cannot be the case, however. In Proto-Slavic, PIE 
lengthened grade vowels and sequences of a vowel plus a laryngeal (instances 
of Winter’s law included) had the same timbre, but due to a number of 
developments, such as pretonic shortening or the loss of the laryngeal feature 
in stressed syllables, the vowels that are traditionally labelled as long could 
actually be either long or short. Furthermore, the old short vowels had under 
certain conditions been lengthened. The problem was recognized by Stang 
(1957: 52–55), who assumes that the substitution rules were originally based 
on length distinctions and subsequently became traditional. They still apply 
to relatively late borrowings from Polish, for instance. I rather agree with 
Levin (1972: 152; 2003: 141–142) that the substitution is phonologically 
motivated. Here we must obviously take into account that at the time of 
borrowing the East Baltic vowel systems differed from the systems of Modern 
Standard Lithuanian and Latvian. Levin (2003: 140) suggests, for instance, 
that Standard Lithuanian /o:/ vs. /ɑ/ continues Common Lithuanian /ɑ:/ 
vs. /ɒ/. 

4.4. The rise of the new timbre distinctions and polnoglasie
Since the Slavic word for ‘king’, i.e. *kòrļь, which derives from 

Charlemagne, was apparently borrowed before the elimination of the liquid 
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diphthongs, the latter development cannot be dated before the second 
half of the 8th century. According to Kortlandt (2003: 219–220, 232), the 
metathesis of liquids preceded the rise of the new timbre distinctions in 
South Slavic and Czecho-Slovak, whereas in Lechitic and Sorbian we find 
the reverse chronology. In his framework both developments are Late Middle 
Slavic. The East Slavic pleophony is dated to the Late Proto-Slavic period, 
which is significantly later. Bjørnflaten, who regards the elimination of the 
liquid diphthongs as an abrupt sound change (2006: 55), may be inclined to 
overestimate the antiquity of polnoglasie. His timeframe for the elimination 
is 750–850. 

It is noteworthy that Latvian borrowings with ie or uo corresponding to 
Slavic *ī < *ẹ̄ < *ei or *ū < *ō < *au must have been borrowed before the 
raising of *ẹ̄ and *ō and therefore before the rise of the new timbre distinctions 
and polnoglasie. It is therefore not surprising that we find several borrowings 
that reflect a liquid diphthong. The corresponding Lithuanian forms date from 
after the rise of the new timbre distinctions, but there are some forms that 
seem to predate the East Slavic pleophony. Both Kortlandt (2003: 219) and 
Holzer (2001: 40–41) point out that the Slavic development *bj > *bļ was 
anterior to the raising of *ẹ̄ and *ō, cf. Latv. bļuõda, which in Holzer’s case is 
explicitly mentioned as an argument for what he calls the “Slavisch-lettische 
l-Epenthese”. Another Slavic development that must have preceded the 
raising is the delabialization of *ū to ȳ (Kortlandt: 2003: 219; Holzer 2001: 
41). As to the Baltic side of the chronology, I would like to note that is very 
likely that the East Baltic monophthongization of stressed *ei and *ai to *ẹ̄ 
had already taken place at the time of the earliest Latvian borrowings. 

4.5. Denasalization and the raising of jat’
The names of the Dnieper rapids Βερούτζη and Νεασήτ, which occur 

in Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus’ De administrando imperio (ca. 950), have 
been adduced as early instances of denasalization since the 19th century 
(e.g. Mikkola 1894: 49). These forms are normally interpreted as reflexes 
of *vьrǫči ‘seething’ and *nejęsytъ ‘insatiable’, respectively. The Russian 
name of the Varangian Igor’ (from Ingvarr or Ingvorr), who according to the 
Primary Chronicle ruled Kievan Rus’ from 912 to 945, also indicates that the 
nasal vowels had been lost because otherwise we would have expected the 
name to begin with Ja-. The latter reflex is found in Ru. varjág ‘Varjagian’ < 
*varęgъ from Væringr. This borrowing may be dated to the 9th century 
(see Kiparsky 1979: 77–78 for more examples pointing to retained nasals 
vowels). Whereas there seem to be no examples of early Finnic borrowings 
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from Slavic reflecting *ę (Mikkola: l.c.), there are, as we have seen, plenty 
of instances where the Slavic form contained*ǫ. The oldest layer appears to 
reflect the nasal element as n. It seems plausible that the earliest borrowings 
also reflect the different quantity of the nasal vowels (cf. Mikkola 1894: 48, 
Kiparsky 1979: 82–84), which can hardly serve, however, as an argument 
for the West Slavic origin of these accessions (pace Bjørnflaten 2006: 58–59, 
72). In my view, it is unlikely that East Slavic no longer had phonemic 
length at this early stage.

The East Baltic substitutions for *ę and *ǫ show no trace of nasalization, 
a few Lithuanian forms excepted (see 2.2.). In the case of *ę, we find a 
vowel that is identical with the reflex of Proto-East Baltic *ē, which in early 
Lithuanian and Latvian must have been realized as [æ:] or [ɛ:]. Under certain 
conditions the same vowel is substituted for *ě and for *a. In the case of *ǫ, 
we find uo and ū in both Lithuanian and Latvian. In Latvian, uo is much more 
common, however. This is reminiscent of the situation that we find regarding 
*ū < *ō < *au, which suggests that in this particular variety of Slavic *ō < *ǫ 
and *ō < *au merged and were later raised to *ū. The Finnic evidence seems 
to support this scenario. I fail to see how the nasalization could have been lost 
in Lithuanian or even Latvian rather than already in East Slavic. In Latvian, 
*an /_C and *un /_C yielded *uo and *ū, respectively, but that must have 
been a recent development, and besides, *an is an unexpected substitution 
for Sl. *ǫ. Moreover, *en /_C would yield ie rather than the attested ē (thus 
also Bjørnflaten 2006: 67). 

In Kortlandt’s chronology, the raising of *ǫ to *ų is dated to the end 
of the Late Proto-Slavic period, followed immediately by denasalization of 
all nasal vowels in East Slavic. As we have seen, the bulk of the East Baltic 
evidence shows no trace of a nasal, except for a few Lithuanian forms, to 
which we shall now return. The sequence en in Lith. lénkas may reflect Slavic 
*ę. The sequence un in pundùs / pùndas and unguras may reflect Slavic *ų, 
which would be at odds with the development *ǫ > *ō posited above, or 
perhaps *ǫ, as the latter is closer to un than to an. In any case, un finds no 
support in Latvian, cf. Latv. puõds. We may be dealing here with variation 
in the East Slavic donor language. Note that both the Lithuanian and the 
Latvian forms point to an acute root. 

Slavic *ě must originally have been a low monophthong. This is in 
agreement with the Latvian evidence, where we find ē. In Lithuanian, the 
regular substitution for *ě is ie and not ė, however, which is an indication that 
in the donor language the raising of *ě had already taken place. Kortlandt 
(2003: 222) dates this raising, which also occurred in part of the West and 
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South Slavic areas, to his Young Proto-Slavic period, after polnoglasie. Since 
Aukštaitian ie originates from *ẹ̄, the latter vowel would be a highly plausible 
substitution for *ě, provided that *ě had been raised to *ẹ̄. On the other hand, 
the fact that in Žemaitian Slavic borrowings also have ie, which in these 
dialects is not the regular reflex of Proto-East Baltic *ẹ̄, seems to indicate 
that in the donor language *ě had been diphthongized. I therefore agree 
with Kortlandt’s formulation “raising of ě from ä to ie” (2003: 222). The 
difference between Lithuanian and Latvian regarding their treatment of *ě 
is in agreement with other observations which seem to indicate that Latvian 
has an older layer of Slavic borrowings (cf. Bjørnflaten 2006: 67–68), but we 
must not forget that there may also be a geographical dimension. In Kriviči 
territory, *ě was realized, according to Zaliznjak (2004: 52), either as an open 
monophthong or as a diphthong with an open second component, which he 
links to North West Russian dialect forms such as jála for jéla or kjap for cep. 
In the Novgorod birchbark texts, confusion between ě and i only begins in 
the second half of the 12th century (Zaliznjak 2004: 26, 52–53).

4.6. The jers and *y 
Kallio (2006: 155) questions Kiparsky’s decision to reconstruct a Proto-

Russian vowel system with ɨ: (*y) vs. u, i (>*ъ,*ь) as the donor language for 
Finnic borrowings (cf. Kiparsky 1979: 80). Following Kortlandt (e.g. 2003: 
219), he would prefer the delabialization of of *u and *ū to coincide. We 
must ask ourselves if the delabialization of *u or more in general the rise of 
the jers (within the context of the rise of the new timbre distinctions) would 
be reflected in either Finnic or East Baltic. Prior to the elimination of the 
jers, which in the East Slavic area is assumed to have started in the 12th 
century,13 u and i are substituted for *ъ and*ь, respectively. These uniform 
substitutions shed no light on the rise of the jers.

The East Baltic substitutions for East Slavic *y offer hardly any 
information about the time of borrowing. An exception are the sequences 
*ky, *gy, and *xy. According to Būga (1925: 50), the change y > i after velars 
is first found in the mid-12th century in Ukrainian Church Slavic — Kiparsky 
(1979: 140) has a few earlier examples — and was not yet completed at the 
beginning of the 14th century in the area around Novgorod. In what Būga 
calls the Belarusian area around Smolensk, Vitebsk, and Polotsk, the change 
must have occurred somewhere in between. This provides a terminus ante 
quem for such forms as Lith. kùila ‘hernia’, kuilỹs, Latv. kuĩlis ‘boar’. 

13 This chiefly applies to the merger of *ь and *ъ with e and o. The loss of the jers in weak 
position was earlier and depended on their position. 
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4.7. Accentuation
Kortlandt’s claim that the earliest East Slavic borrowings in Latvian show 

that at the time of borrowing Russian had preserved glottalization under 
the stress is in keeping with his relative chronology, since the borrowings 
display several features that point to a stage anterior to “the [Late Proto-
Slavic] loss of the acute (broken, glottalic) tone” (2003: 233), for instance 
the raising of *ẹ̄ and *ō. An exception is the raising and denasalization of *ǫ 
(see 4.5.). If we follow Kortlandt’s relative chronology, at least some words 
must have been borrowed before Dybo’s law, when Slavic had a contrast 
between glottalized, rising and falling initial syllables. If at that stage Latvian, 
apart from broken tone, had possessed a contrast between falling and rising 
tones, one would have expected to see this reflected in the treatment of 
forms which in Slavic belonged to AP (b) or (c). The same argument, in 
fact, could be applied to the period between Dybo’s law and the loss of the 
glottalic feature. In my view, it is plausible that the accession of the early 
borrowings preceded the rise of the Latvian tones. The retractions of the 
ictus from which the tonal contrasts originate must be dated to the end of 
the East Baltic period and were posterior to the monophthongization of *ei 
and *ai under the stress. In Lithuanian, the state of affairs is entirely different. 
Borrowings characteristically have circumflex tone, even if the Slavic form 
had an acute. There are exceptions, however. These can partly be explained 
by assuming that the relevant forms were borrowed at the same early stage as 
the Latvian forms that have a sustained tone corresponding to a Slavic acute. 

An interesting case is Lith. grõmata, Latv. grãmata, in view of the fact 
that Kortlandt presents Ru. grámota as an example of his Russian lengthening 
of short rising vowels (2003: 225). The lengthening occurred after the loss 
of the acute, which yielded a short rising tone. Since grámota continues 
Gk. γράμματα, it is unlikely that the short rising tone resulted from the 
loss of glottalization. The word may have entered Slavic at any time after 
the operation of Dybo’s law, since the law would have shifted the stress. 
It is not possible to link all Latvian borrowings with a sustained tone to 
the lengthening of short rising vowels because this would not match the 
distribution established by Young, not to mention other issues pertaining 
to relative chronology. 

5. Conclusions

A survey of the early Slavic borrowings in East Baltic leads to the 
conclusion that in general the Latvian borrowings seem to belong to an older 
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layer than the forms that we find in Lithuanian. This is borne out by both 
the phonological and the accentual evidence. The early Finnic borrowings 
from Slavic present a picture that seems closer to the Latvian than to the 
Lithuanian situation, which invites the question of to what extent our topic 
is connected with East Slavic dialect geography. The Russian dialects of 
the area nearest to the Finnic and Latvian territories may have been more 
archaic than the dialects that were spoken in the area nearer to Lithuania. 
This is mainly speculation, however, as we have insufficient data. Material 
gathered in the 19th and 20th centuries has only limited value (cf. Wiemer 
and Seržant 2014: 39, 42). 

If we once again employ Kortlandt’s Slavic relative chronology as a point 
of reference, for clarity’s sake adding his numbering of the developments 
between brackets, there seem to be no East Baltic borrowings that necessarily 
reflect a stage prior to the assimilation of j to a preceding consonant (7.6), 
which includes *bj > *bļ, and the delabialization of high vowels (7.8). In 
Latvian, however, there are plenty of forms that must have been borrowed 
before the raising of *ẹ̄ < *ei and *ō < *au (7.9). Furthermore, most Latvian 
forms reflecting an East Slavic etymon containing *ě were borrowed before 
the raising to ie (8.3) and we find a few examples of forms that do not reflect 
polnoglasie (9.1). Finally, the accentuation of the Latvian forms indicates that 
the East Slavic loss of glottalization (9.2) had not yet occurred. The only real 
issues are the raising of *ǫ (9.6) and the denasalization of the nasal vowels 
(9.7). The Latvian data seem to point to denasalization of *ǫ at an earlier 
stage. It is likely that in the East Slavic area bordering the Latvian linguistic 
territory the denasalization preceded the raising of *ě and perhaps the raising 
of *ō, in which case *ō < *ǫ merged with *ō < *au. 

East Slavic borrowings in Lithuanian seem to have entered the language 
after the raising of *ō < *au (7.9) and after the raising of *ě to ie (8.3). 
There are a few forms that were probably borrowed before polnoglasie (9.1). 
The accentuation of the borrowings makes it likely that the majority were 
introduced into the language after the loss of glottalization in East Slavic 
(9.2). There are some interesting exceptions, however. The raising of ǫ (9.6) 
and the subsequent denasalization of the nasal vowels (9.7) are not in conflict 
with the data, apart from the fact that there are two forms which show the 
same development to uo as in Latvian, suggesting that denasalization preceded 
raising. In addition, there a few etyma that may have been borrowed before 
denasalization. 

As to the East Baltic side of the matter, it seems plausible to me that 
the accession of the East Slavic borrowings was posterior to the East Baltic 
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monophthongization of stressed *ei and *ai to *ẹ̄, but that in Latvian most 
borrowings were adopted before the rise of tonal distinctions (other than the 
broken tone), which resulted from the retractions of the ictus from prevocalic 
i and final *-a (cf. Derksen 1996: 374–376; 2015: 19–20). In Lithuanian, the 
accession of the majority of the borrowings was posterior to these retractions, 
which marked the disintegration of East Baltic. 

Abbreviations

BSl. — Balto-Slavic
dial. — dialectal
DP — Daukša’s Postilla catholicka
Ds. — Dusetos 
Gk. — Greek
Golg. — Golgowski = Galgauska 
Gpl. — genitive plural
Kar. — Karelian
Klp. — Kalupe 
Latg. — Latgale
Latv. — Latvian
Lith. — Lithuanian
Lnkv. — Linkuva 
Lpl. — locative plural
Lz. — Lazūnai 
Mar. — Marienburg = Alūksne 
MHG — Middle High German
Nsg. — nominative singular
OCS — Old Church Slavic
OHG — Old High German
OLith. — Old Lithuanian
OPl. — Old Polish
ORu. — Old Russian
PIE — Proto-Indo-European
PSl. — Proto-Slavic
Pl. — Polish
Ru. — Russian
SD — Sirvydas’ dictionary (fourth edition)
Sessw. — Sesswegen = Cesvaine 
Sln. — Slovene
Ukr. — Ukrainian
Vl. — Veliuona 
Vot. — Votic
Žem. — Žemaitian
Zt. — Zietela 
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